LICENSING ACT 2003 – REPRESENTATION FORM
Representations can be made if you wish to object or support an application. If you wish to
make a representation, please note the following:
•

Representations must be relevant and relate to one or more of the four licensing
objectives – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder, the Prevention of Public Nuisance,
Public Safety and the Protection of Children from Harm.

•

Representations must not be frivolous or vexatious.

•

Representations must be made within 28 days following the date of application to the
Licensing Authority.

Your details will be forwarded to the applicant or their Solicitor/Agent to enable
mediation. If mediation fails, your name and address and a copy of your representation
will be included in the officer’s report that goes to the Licensing Committee and a copy
of this report will be published on the Councils website.
Unless there are genuine and well-founded fears of intimidation, which you must
include in your representation, your representation will be published with your name
and home address attached.
Your email address and any signatures will not be published on the Councils Website.
Representations must be made in writing to:
By Post
The Licensing Team
Communities
Town Hall Annexe St
Stephens Road
Bournemouth
BH2 6EA
By Email
licensing@bcpcouncil.gov.uk
Once the statutory consultation period has ended and acceptance of your representation, a
Notice of Hearing will be sent detailing the time, date and location of the hearing to determine
the matter. If you would like somebody to represent you at this hearing (e.g. Ward Councillor,
Solicitor or friend) you must provide details on this form.
Licensing Act 2003 – Representation Form
Personal/Business Details
Name:

Address: ,

Town:
Post Code:
Email:
Contact Telephone Numbers:

Mobile
Daytime:

Premises Details (Please give as much information as possible)
Application Ref: 183391
Name of Premises: Southbourne Snooker Bar
Address of Premises:
8 Deans Rd, Bournemouth, BH5 2DA

Reasons for Representation. Please, give information under the relevant Licensing
Objective.
(Please note you are not required to complete all the boxes unless you feel it is relevant.)
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder: This is a residential area, and having people drinking
and leaving late, one the impact if you are in the poker and have lost could potentially lead to
crime and disorder, People going there at 10am and drinking all day and coming out drunk
could lead to abuse and harm to residents and others. Young groups of people leaving late
and night and drunk may one if they have lost a game damage property in anger, or fight
between themselves. Having a late licence will encourage others in the Southbourne pubs to
leave to get to Deans Rd for 11pm to continue drinking till late, again the noise and the risk of
abuse and harm, criminal damage is immense to residents in this street.

The Prevention of Public Nuisance: Having people coming and going at all hours particularly
late at night will impact the residents, with noise, smoking outside will cause noise and
disruption and again the potential for snooker/poker players coming out drunk and being loud
and disruptive and potentially abusive to others. The club will be a magnet for groups of
people attending, queuing up outside, causing noise levels to rise and this will be a public
nuisance as this is a quiet street.
Public Safety: As above the impact of people coming and going, you could have groups of
lads outside waiting to go in , having already drunk elsewhere becoming abusive, smoking
outside will again impact the street with the noise, it is not on main road and again if they are
smoking and threw a cigarette in the garage next door or the neighbour sheds this could lead
to fire, and again potential harm. People are at risk of abuse if someone who has been in the
club comes out and has lost money and is drunk or just angry because they have lost a game
of snooker there is the potential for abuse and this could lead to physical harm. It is also will
make the residents of the street feel vulnerable which is unfair.
The Protection of Children from Harm: This is a residential street and children will be at risk of
harm if there is late night comings and goings, the noise will frighten them, could impact on
their sleep due to the noise levels. And then effect their mental health. if there is constant
cars coming and going banging doors which cannot be prevented, it could cause the children
in the street anxiety and make them frightened living there due to the noise especially if the
police are being called all the time

I declare that the information I have provided is true and correct.

Signed ................................ Dated ......1/3/21..................................

LICENSING ACT 2003 – REPRESENTATION FORM
Representations can be made if you wish to object or support an application. If you wish to
make a representation, please note the following:
•

Representations must be relevant and relate to one or more of the four licensing
objectives – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder, the Prevention of Public Nuisance,
Public Safety and the Protection of Children from Harm.

•

Representations must not be frivolous or vexatious.

•

Representations must be made within 28 days following the date of application to the
Licensing Authority.

Your details will be forwarded to the applicant or their Solicitor/Agent to enable
mediation. If mediation fails, your name and address and a copy of your
representation will be included in the officer’s report that goes to the Licensing
Committee and a copy of this report will be published on the Councils website.
Unless there are genuine and well-founded fears of intimidation, which you must
include in your representation, your representation will be published with your name
and home address attached.
Your email address and any signatures will not be published on the Councils Website.
Representations must be made in writing to:
By Post
The Licensing Team
Communities
Town Hall Annexe
St Stephens Road
Bournemouth
BH2 6EA
By Email
licensing@bcpcouncil.gov.uk
Once the statutory consultation period has ended and acceptance of your representation, a
Notice of Hearing will be sent detailing the time, date and location of the hearing to
determine the matter. If you would like somebody to represent you at this hearing (e.g. Ward
Councillor, Solicitor or friend) you must provide details on this form.

Licensing Act 2003 – Representation Form
Personal/Business Details
Name:
Address:

Town:
Post Code:
Email:
Contact Telephone Numbers:

Mobile:
Daytime:

Premises Details (Please give as much information as possible)
Application Ref: 183391
Name of Premises: Southbourne Snooker Club
Address of Premises:
8 Deans Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth BH5 2DA

Reasons for Representation. Please, give information under the relevant Licensing
Objective.
(Please note you are not required to complete all the boxes unless you feel it is relevant.)
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder:
I feel that this should be a members only club so that people who have been drinking locally cannot just start turning up when the pubs have
closed and trying to get in.

The Prevention of Public Nuisance:

I am concerned about the length of the licensing hours and the potential disruption from
people coming and going late at night.
The previous sports club had few members and finished around 10pm. The
Brewhouse and Kitchen in Parkwood Road has no noise after 10pm. Sound from the front
area of the snooker club travels directly to our home, particularly to the top floor where we
sleep. I do not object to the club on the whole but I am very concerned about the noise late
at night - I work shifts with early starts and need to be able to sleep.

Public Safety:

The Protection of Children from Harm:

I do not wish my details to be include in the Public Documents for the following reasons:

I declare that the information I have provided is true and correct.

Signed ..................................

4/03/2021
Dated ........................................

LICENSING ACT 2003 – REPRESENTATION FORM
Representations can be made if you wish to object or support an application. If you wish to
make a representation, please note the following:
•

Representations must be relevant and relate to one or more of the four licensing
objectives – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder, the Prevention of Public Nuisance,
Public Safety and the Protection of Children from Harm.

•

Representations must not be frivolous or vexatious.

•

Representations must be made within 28 days following the date of application to the
Licensing Authority.

Your details will be forwarded to the applicant or their Solicitor/Agent to enable
mediation. If mediation fails, your name and address and a copy of your representation
will be included in the officer’s report that goes to the Licensing Committee and a copy
of this report will be published on the Councils website.
Unless there are genuine and well-founded fears of intimidation, which you must
include in your representation, your representation will be published with your name
and home address attached.
Your email address and any signatures will not be published on the Councils Website.
Representations must be made in writing to:
By Post
The Licensing Team
Communities
Town Hall Annexe St
Stephens Road
Bournemouth
BH2 6EA
By Email
licensing@bcpcouncil.gov.uk
Once the statutory consultation period has ended and acceptance of your representation, a
Notice of Hearing will be sent detailing the time, date and location of the hearing to determine
the matter. If you would like somebody to represent you at this hearing (e.g. Ward Councillor,
Solicitor or friend) you must provide details on this form.
Licensing Act 2003 – Representation Form

Personal/Business Details
Name:
Address:

Town:
Post Code:
Email:
Contact Telephone Numbers:

Mobile:
Daytime:

Premises Details (Please give as much information as possible)
Application Ref: 183391
Name of Premises: Southbourne Snooker Bar
Address of Premises: 8 Deans Road Southbourne Bournemouth

Reasons for Representation. Please, give information under the relevant Licensing
Objective.
(Please note you are not required to complete all the boxes unless you feel it is relevant.)
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder:
There is a real threat of crime been commented by people that have been able to drink from
10am to 12pm. When people are under the influence of alcohol, they are more likely to
commit a crime, whether this be going to the toilet up against someone’s door, hitting a car or
even breaking and entering on to a property. If they can gamble as requested in the license,
this will also add to the higher risk of crime been committed. It will put our homes and vehicles
at higher risk of damage if someone comes out after drinking and losing a lot of money and
been upset or frustrated. These types of establishments also feed into other bad habits and
drug use which are not suitable for a residential area.
The Prevention of Public Nuisance:
We already have two licensed establishments in this within this vicinity which currently causes
problems with the noise and anti-social behaviour, by adding another late-night establishment
to this, would make our lives unbearable. In the neighbourhood we are all hard-working
families. Sometimes we struggle to get our children to bed and up from work and school in
the mornings due to the disturbances and situations that have arisen previously.
Public Safety:
My wife took a photo of the licence application to look into the details further, she noticed a
man follow me to see where she was going and then take a picture of her. She found
extremely intimidating and frightening and I should be able to go to work and leave my family
feeling safe in our own home.
This neighbourhood as always been a nice/ safe area to live but over the last few weeks we
have noticed a few uncertain characters hovering around waiting to meet and quickly then
disbursing. It was then brought to our attention what was happening in these premises, this
situation has only occurred since the new people have started work on these premises.
The entrance to this property is fairly small. If there customers where smoking outside, who
have been drinking this would be extremely off putting to walk past in the day time with our
children and frightening if I was own, even worse at night time as there would not be a lot of
space on the pavement to pass by.

Also the premises below is a MOT garage so would be a higher risk of fire, with smokers right
by the door way.

The Protection of Children from Harm:
As stated previously this neighbourhood full of families with children. If what as been
witnessed by our other neighbours and the problems we would have with the premises
serving alcohol till 12pm ,so customer would not leave till 1am and then risk of disturbance
and violence every single night of the week , how do you expect these children and their
parents to be able go about getting a proper education and a full days work in when they
have been kept awake EVERY NIGHT till after 12pm. this would have a massive effect on
their metal health and anxiety. It may also risk influencing the older children to get involved in
bad habits and behaviours if they are witnessing this on a daily basis.
As we have mentioned we have already witnessed behaviours which we can only describe as
drug related, which we are completely devasted about and fear this will only increase if this
license gets approved.
I do not wish my details to be include in the Public Documents for the following reasons:
I do not want my details included as my wife already feels intimidated after her photo was
taken and Is worried, so i need them to feel safe without the threat of anger turning up at our
door.
I declare that the information I have provided is true and correct.

Signed .................

Dated 10/03/2021...................

LICENSING ACT 2003 – REPRESENTATION FORM
Representations can be made if you wish to object or support an application. If you wish to
make a representation, please note the following:
•

Representations must be relevant and relate to one or more of the four licensing
objectives – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder, the Prevention of Public Nuisance,
Public Safety and the Protection of Children from Harm.

•

Representations must not be frivolous or vexatious.

•

Representations must be made within 28 days following the date of application to the
Licensing Authority.

Your details will be forwarded to the applicant or their Solicitor/Agent to enable
mediation. If mediation fails, your name and address and a copy of your representation
will be included in the officer’s report that goes to the Licensing Committee and a copy
of this report will be published on the Councils website.
Unless there are genuine and well-founded fears of intimidation, which you must
include in your representation, your representation will be published with your name
and home address attached.
Your email address and any signatures will not be published on the Councils Website.
Representations must be made in writing to:
By Post
The Licensing Team
Communities
Town Hall Annexe St
Stephens Road
Bournemouth
BH2 6EA
By Email
licensing@bcpcouncil.gov.uk
Once the statutory consultation period has ended and acceptance of your representation, a
Notice of Hearing will be sent detailing the time, date and location of the hearing to determine
the matter. If you would like somebody to represent you at this hearing (e.g. Ward Councillor,
Solicitor or friend) you must provide details on this form.
Licensing Act 2003 – Representation Form

Personal/Business Details
Name:
Address:

Town
Post Code:
Email:
Contact Telephone Numbers:

Mobile:
Daytime:

Premises Details (Please give as much information as possible)
Application Ref: 183391
Name of Premises: Southbourne Snooker Bar
Address of Premises: 8 Deans Road Southbourne Bournemouth

Reasons for Representation. Please, give information under the relevant Licensing
Objective.
(Please note you are not required to complete all the boxes unless you feel it is relevant.)
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder:
There is a real threat of crime been commented by people that have been able to drink from
10am to 12pm. When people are under the influence of alcohol, they are more likely to
commit a crime, whether this be going to the toilet up against someone’s door, hitting a car or
even breaking and entering on to a property. If they can gamble as requested in the license,
this will also add to the higher risk of crime been committed. It will put our homes and vehicles
at higher risk of damage if someone comes out after drinking and losing a lot of money and
been upset or frustrated. These types of establishments also feed into other bad habits and
drug use which are not suitable for a residential area.
The Prevention of Public Nuisance:
We already have two licensed establishments in this within this vicinity which currently causes
problems with the noise and anti-social behaviour, by adding another late-night establishment
to this, would make our lives unbearable. In the neighbourhood we are all hard-working
families. Sometimes we struggle to get our children to bed and up from work and school in
the mornings due to the disturbances and situations that have arisen previously.
Public Safety:
When I took a photo of the licence application to look into the details further, I notice a man
follow me to see where I was going and then take a picture of me. This I found extremely
intimidating and frightening as, my husband was at work and I was homealone with our 3
children. And this was in broad daylight.
This neighbourhood as always been a nice/ safe area to live but over the last few weeks we
have noticed a few uncertain characters hovering around waiting to meet and quickly then
disbursing. It was then brought to our attention what was happening in these premises, this
situation has only occurred since the new people have started work on these premises.
The entrance to this property is fairly small. If there customers where smoking outside, who
have been drinking this would be extremely off putting to walk past in the day time with our
children and frightening if I was own, even worse at night time as there would not be a lot of

space on the pavement to passby. Also the premises below is a MOT garage so would be a
higher risk of fire, with smokers right by the door way.

The Protection of Children from Harm:
As stated previously this neighbourhood full of families with children. If what as been
witnessed by our other neighbours and the problems we would have with the premises
serving alcohol till 12pm ,so customer would not leave till 1am and then risk of disturbance
and violence every single night of the week , how do you expect these children and their
parents to be able go about getting a proper education and a full days work in when they
have been kept awake EVERY NIGHT till after 12pm. this would have a massive effect on
their metal health and anxiety. It may also risk influencing the older children to get involved in
bad habits and behaviours if they are witnessing this on a daily basis.
As we have mentioned we have already witnessed behaviours which we can only describe as
drug related, which we are completely devasted about and fear this will only increase if this
license gets approved.
I do not wish my details to be include in the Public Documents for the following reasons:
I do not want my details included as I already feel intimidated after my photo was taken just
for finding out what is happening into the premises.

I declare that the information I have provided is true and correct.

Signed ................

Dated 10/03/2021...................

Thu 25/02/2021 09:37

Your Ref: 183391
To

licensing Com

Jenny

8 We removed ,xtra line breaks from this message.
Dear Licensing authority
We would like to lodge a strong objection to the Sourthbourne Snooker Club being permitted to serve alcohol until 24.00hrs - This club is situated in a small residential street and our concerns are that individuals would stand outside
the premises under the influence while taking smoke breaks, which has been the case over the past several years whilst in the hands of the previous owners, however, the patrons then would normally disburse by 23.00.
Could I please respectfully ask that Southbourne Snooker Clubs alcohol licence mirror the previous owners, which would hopefully cause less disruption to residents in the area.
Please can my name and address be removed from any correspondence with Sourthbourne Snooker Club.
Best wishes

Licensing Act 2003 - Representation Form
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Reasons for Representation. Please, give information under the relevant Licensing
Objective.
(Please note you are not required to complete all the boxes unless you feel it is relevant.)
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I do not wish my details to be include in the Public Documents for the following reasons:

I declare that the information I have provided is true and correct.
Signed ..

Dated ..

"3:./..Q.3../..2-.Q''b:L ..

LICENSING ACT 2003 – REPRESENTATION FORM
Representations can be made if you wish to object or support an application. If you wish to
make a representation, please note the following:
•

Representations must be relevant and relate to one or more of the four licensing
objectives – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder, the Prevention of Public Nuisance,
Public Safety and the Protection of Children from Harm.

•

Representations must not be frivolous or vexatious.

•

Representations must be made within 28 days following the date of application to the
Licensing Authority.

Your details will be forwarded to the applicant or their Solicitor/Agent to enable
mediation. If mediation fails, your name and address and a copy of your representation
will be included in the officer’s report that goes to the Licensing Committee and a copy
of this report will be published on the Councils website.
Unless there are genuine and well-founded fears of intimidation, which you must
include in your representation, your representation will be published with your name
and home address attached.
Your email address and any signatures will not be published on the Councils Website.
Representations must be made in writing to:
By Post
The Licensing Team
Communities
Town Hall Annexe St
Stephens Road
Bournemouth
BH2 6EA
By Email
licensing@bcpcouncil.gov.uk
Once the statutory consultation period has ended and acceptance of your representation, a
Notice of Hearing will be sent detailing the time, date and location of the hearing to determine
the matter. If you would like somebody to represent you at this hearing (e.g. Ward Councillor,
Solicitor or friend) you must provide details on this form.

Licensing Act 2003 – Representation Form
Personal/Business Details
Name
Address:

Town:
Post Code:
Email:
Contact Telephone Numbers:

Mobile: N/A
Daytime: N/A

Premises Details (Please give as much information as possible)
Application Ref: 183391
Name of Premises: Southbourne Snooker Bar
Address of Premises:
8 Dean’s Park Road, Bournemouth, BH6

Reasons for Representation. Please, give information under the relevant Licensing
Objective.
(Please note you are not required to complete all the boxes unless you feel it is relevant.)
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder:
Being able to play poker encourages gambling in this area. In an economy and near an area where
people have very little money and are on the poverty threshold, there is a high chance this license will
have a negative effect on many people’s lives thus leading to a peak in crimes due to a desperation of
some in the local community.
I believe, there is a high amount of crime in the area already, if there is another place to drink and
gamble, the crime will only increase. This is very worrying as a local resident.
The Prevention of Public Nuisance:
This is a close knit community and residential area. This area has also a very hard working community
who are up early in the mornings to go to their work places. If there is a lot of noise coming from the
building as people disperse to go home – this will have a significant impact on sleep and in leu, their
jobs.
There is a chance the building could be used as a place to drink after the Brewhouse pub has closed.
This will increase drunk and disorderly types of problems and will disturb the local residents.
There is also very limited parking for residents. This is effected by the Brewhouse pub and will get even
worse if the snooker club was to open.
Public Safety:
Depending on the visitors, we walk ours dogs just before bed. This is a worry are there will be
intoxicated people outside smoking.
We believe having another space to drink in such close proximity to the Brewhouse could lead groups
from each place to fight if something was said across the street.

The Protection of Children from Harm:
Lots of school aged children and younger live in close proximity of the building. Some children’s
bedrooms even back onto the building with only a small garden between them. These children and
their sleep cannot be disturbed. This could lead to significant issues in the community.

I declare that the information I have provided is true and correct.

Signed ..................................

Dated .....3.03.2021...................................

